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Abstract— Applications are faced with several network-related
problems on current grids: heterogeneous networks, firewalls,
NAT, private IP addresses, non-routed networks, performance
problems on WAN. Moreover, the requirements concerning
communications are varied and the acceptable tradeoffs highly
depends on the applications. A solution to reach the flexibility
regarding communication on grids is the use of a componentbased communication framework. The users then compose their
own protocol stacks by assembling building blocks in the way
they want. However, a truly flexible and dynamic componentbased communication framework needs a meta-communication
channel for its out-of-band communications required by dynamic
component assembly in a consistent way on multiple nodes.
The meta-communication channel is useful for some “brokered”
communication methods, too, and in particular those designed
to cross firewalls. The meta-communication channel has often
been the “weakest link” of component-based communication
frameworks: bottleneck for the performance, back-door from
the security point of view, and limited connectivity.
In this article, we present an architecture for a metacommunication channel that suffers from none of the aforementioned limitations. It exhibits good properties regarding connectivity, security and performance. Thus, the gain in flexibility
brought by software components may be fully exploited without
trading anything against flexibility.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The goal of grid computing is to aggregate the computing
power of multiple clusters of PCs and parallel machines
scattered throughout multiple sites. Undoubtly, the network
communications play a critical role to reach this purpose.
Communication management on grids is different from a lot
of other applications involving networking. The main characteristic of networks in grids is the heterogeneity. The networking technologies are various, ranging from high-performance
networks between nodes of clusters (SAN) through wide area
networks (WAN) with a latency of multiple tenths or hundreds
of milliseconds and a random bandwidth. These multiple levels
bring each their own issues, thus an application for grids is
faced with all of them. We consider in particular the following
problems on modern grids:
Connectivity — To protect their machines from intruder
attacks, many site administrators have drastically restricted
the connectivity to the Internet. Many sites are using firewall routers, non-routed private networks [1], or hide their
machines via Network Address Translation (NAT) [2]. As
a consequence, plain TCP/IP is not sufficient to get a full

connectivity, from every node to every other on the grid. NAT
and firewalls introduce non-symmetry in the topology. Some
nodes are hidden and not visible from the Internet. This is
quite unusual for people used to parallel computing where it
is traditional to have an all-to-all communication channel with
no restriction.
Security — As WAN connections between sites cross the Internet, they are vulnerable to attackers. Thus, many application
require authentication of communication peers and privacy
based on encryption. The widespread solution to authentication
and encryption is the use of the Transport Security Layer
(TLS) [3], a successor of the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).
Performance — Since most applications on grids expect
high performance, performance is a critical aspect of network
communication. Different network have different performance
properties. Even a given network may exhibit different performance results depending on the protocol used. For example,
plain TCP can hardly exploit the bandwidth capacity of
WAN connections. One solution to improve TCP performance
in WANs is to use multiple TCP streams in parallel. The
Globus implementation of GridFTP [4] is probably the bestknown tool implementing this approach. Alternatively, WAN
performance can be improved using data compression, as
implemented, e.g., in the AdOC library [5].
In this paper, we will use two different metrics for evaluating
performance; we will consider separately the link utilization
performance (characterized by the bandwidth and latency), and
the connection establishment performance (characterized by
the connection establishment delay).
The problems to overcome are very different and influence each other, e.g. usually improving security degrades
performance, thus tradeoffs have to be made. However, the
applications that may benefit from a deployment on grids are
varied with very different requirements regarding security and
performance from one application to another. There won’t be
any best tradeoff suitable for any application.
A communication framework for grids has to be able to
utilize a very large spectrum of networking technologies,
must be flexible enough to be adapted to the requirements of
various applications, and must overcome the main problems
of communication on grids, namely connectivity, security and
performance. One solution to reach such a flexibility in a
communication framework is the use of a component-based

approach. The user is offered the ability to assemble itself
the building blocks he/she wants to get a custom service.
For a good flexibility and adaptability, we will see that it
is welcome that the communication framework implements
an overlay network for out-of-band communications, that we
call a meta-communication channel. The meta-communication
channel is often the weakest link of a component-based
communication framework. It may introduce security holes,
performance bottlenecks, or connectivity restrictions.
This paper presents on-going work on a component-based
approach for the meta-communication channel itself, in order
to solve all the aforementioned limitations at the same time.
The remaining of this paper is divided as follows: the second section analyzes component-based communication frameworks for grids and their needs and requirements for a metacommunication channel. Section III explains our proposal for
managing such a meta-communication channel. Section IV
describes and evaluates our implementation of our proposal in
the PadicoTM communication framework. Section V discusses
related work, and section VI draws conclusions and directions
for further work.
II. C OMPONENT- BASED C OMMUNICATION F RAMEWORKS
A. Motivation and Principles
The most challenging part to manage communication on
grids is the heterogeneity of the resources and the variety
of applications —and thus their requirements for a communication sub-system. The networks are ranged from highperformance networks in cluster to wide-area networks between sites. Not only their properties are different, but their
protocol, communication methods and programming interface
are different. Moreover, the requirements for the communication sub-system depends on the application; the performance
v.s. security tradeoff largely depends on the nature of the
application and may not be hard-coded in a communication
framework.
Such a needed flexibility may hardly be reached by the usual
two-layer portability model based on an abstraction layer and
drivers for each supported resource. Considering the variety
of cases to deal with, on grids it would be highly welcome
to have communication methods be assembled by the users
depending on the application and the kind of network and
protocols involved. For example, a user may want to add
compression or encryption on the fly to any communication
method; another user may want no encryption at all to get the
best achievable performance with non-critical data.
To reach such a flexibility, it has been proposed [6], [7]
to manage communications with a freely and dynamically
assembled protocol stack made of several simple building
blocks. Such a technique is nowadays commonly used in all
fields of software development and is known under the name
of software component. In the remaining of this paper, we will
call “component-based” a communication framework based on
freely assembled building blocks.

Such a flexible assembled protocol stack based on “building
blocks” has been implemented in particular in x-kernel [7],
Globus XIO [6], NetIbis [8] and PadicoTM [9].
B. Need for a Meta-communication Channel
In this section we introduce the concept of metacommunication and its motivations. Formally, we distinguish two classes of network communications: metacommunications and data communications.
• Data communications are communications carrying data
from the upper levels —middleware or application—
which are using the communication framework. These
communications are controlled through the API of the
communication framework.
• Meta-communications are communications used internally by the communication framework or one of its
components. They are sometimes called service links,
control channel or out-of-band communications in some
other communication frameworks.
In the next paragraphs we explain why the metacommunications are welcome in a communication framework
for grids.
Controlling the assembly — As a result of the componentbaseness of a communication framework, various assembly
schemes of building blocks may be selected to adapt to the
requirement and networking resources. However, it introduces
the problem of choosing the appropriate assembly and ensuring that all peers (i.e. client and server) are using the same
assembly. For example, if a server uses zip compression over
plain TCP and a client uses directly plain TCP, they are not
likely to understand each other. At least two approaches are
possible to solve this problem:
Static component stack — This is the approach used in Globus
XIO [6]. Client and server know in advance the protocol stack
to use. Once the server is bound to a protocol stack, clients
must use the same protocol stack. This approach is simple
but suffers from a lack of flexibility; the servers must know in
advance where the requests will come from. As a consequence,
for a given server, all clients have to use the same protocol
stack. However, the user may want to use a different protocol
stack for example for connection coming from nodes on the
same cluster reachable through a high-performance network
and for connections that cross an insecure and slow WAN.
Dynamically assembled component stack — This is the approach used in PadicoTM [9] and NetIbis [8]. Both parties
agree on the fly on the protocol stack to use. Therefore a
server is not required to know in advance where the requests
will come from, and different clients to the same server may
even use different protocol stacks. The dynamically assembled
component stack strategy uses the following algorithm: when
a client requests a new connection establishment, the communication framework first selects the assembly scheme to use
according to configuration rules and depending on the nodes
involved. Then the framework sends an assembly request to
the framework of the server node; this request asks the server
node to create an instance of the selected protocol stack (on

the server side). In the meantime, the client creates its own
instance of the selected protocol stack. Finally, the client uses
the usual connection mechanisms on his stack, and is sure that
the server is already listening with the same protocol stack.
The main obstacle is that there must be a way of sending
the assembly request to the framework on the server node
even though the connection is not established yet. Thus we
need a pre-existing framework-to-framework communication
channel to send meta-data. This is precisely the role of the
meta-communication channel.
We should notice that we have restricted our study to
the case of client–server connection establishment. However,
some other connection schemes are possible. For example,
PadicoTM has the notion of circuit which is composed of a
set of nodes (roughly similar to an MPI communicator). It is
possible to apply the same algorithm to a larger set of nodes
than two as in client–server, but we will only consider the case
of client–server in the remaining of this paper to avoid useless
overcomplexification.
Brokered communication — Some communication methods
need to exchange information prior to establishing connections. Plain TCP is the best known example of this. To
establish a TCP connection on an ephemeral port, the port
number has first to be transmitted from the server to the client
before the client can connect to this port. There are various
methods to solve this problem:
• listen on a well-known (fixed) port instead of an
ephemeral port;
• use a third party that plays the role of directory (or “name
service”);
• send the port number through a meta-communication
channel, pre-existing before the data connection is attempted.
The first solution may not work in case the chosen port is busy,
and does not supports multiple instances. The second solution
supposes that all nodes are able to communicate with a third
party; this means that actually the third party establishes an
indirect route for meta-communications between nodes.
Other communication methods that plain TCP can benefit
from a meta-communication channel. For example, in case a
server is behind a firewall that drops incoming packets but
not outgoing packets (common case), or behind a NAT [2]
gateway, we establish connections in the outgoing way; this
is the so-called reverse connection method. Clients send a
request to the server so that it connects to them. Another
technique for crossing firewalls is TCP splicing (also called
“simultaneous SYN” or “simultaneous initiation” in [10]): both
endpoints needs to exchange port numbers, and need to synchronize themselves to succeed in simultaneous connection.
Both reverse connection and TCP splicing need to exchange
meta-data. The availability of a meta-communication channel
which allows component-to-component communications facilitates the use of plain TCP over dynamic ports and enables
connection methods that wouldn’t be available without it. Thus
the meta-communication channel is a must, especially for communication methods designed to overcome the connectivity

issues typically encountered in a grid environment.
To dynamically assemble component stack and to
use brokered communication methods, we need a metacommunication channel which allows framework-toframework and component-to-component communications.
We define the meta-communication channel as a
communication channel that:
• allows communication from every node to every other
node;
• exists before any data connection is attempted;
• exists implicitly, i.e. it is created without any explicit
action from the user, as soon as the processes are started.
C. Requirements for a Meta-communication Channel
In this section, we define and analyze the requirements
that a meta-communication channel must fulfill to be used
in a communication framework for grids. Actually, the metacommunication channel is often designed with little care and
is usually the “weakest link” of a communication framework.
However, the whole communication framework cannot have a
better connectivity, security, and performance than its metacommunication channel.
Therefore, the meta-communication channel has the same
requirements as the data communication channels, namely:
connectivity, security, and performance.
Connectivity — Nodes not reachable through the metacommunication channel are not able to use dynamically assembled component stacks since there is no way to send an
assembly request. Moreover, without a meta-communication
channel, no brokered communication method can be used. As
a consequence, if a node is not reachable through plain TCP
(because of firewalls, NAT, etc.) and is not reachable through a
meta-communication channel, then it is not reachable for any
data connection. Therefore, for a communication framework
based on dynamically assembled component stacks —the
most flexible model—, the set of nodes reachable for data
connection is a subset of the nodes reachable through the metacommunication channel.
Security — Since the protocol stack is decided by clients,
any intruder able to send meta-communication messages to a
node may send forged assembly requests. Therefore, such an
intruder may request unauthenticated and/or unencrypted connections to a server. A world-accessible meta-communication
channel is undoubtly a back-door through which an intruder
may change the security policy used for its own connection
attempts. As a consequence, the security level of the whole
communication framework cannot be higher than the security
level of the meta-communication channel.
Performance — The meta-communication channel is used
for assembly request and brokered communication methods
when a data connection is attempted. It means that the metacommunication channel is on the critical path for data connection establishment. In other words, the data connection establishment performance is impacted by the meta-communication
channel performance. Depending on the application, the data

connection establishment delay may or may not be critical for overall performance. On the other side, the metacommunication channel connection establishment only affects
the process initialization time.
III. A N A PPROACH FOR A F LEXIBLE
M ETA - COMMUNICATION C HANNEL
In this section, we describe our approach for a metacommunication channel suitable for a communication framework for grids.
As seen in the previous section, the meta-communication
channel itself has roughly the same requirements as data
communications: connectivity, security, and performance. We
propose thus to use a similar solution to a similar problem;
indeed, following the study of section II-A, we propose the
idea that the meta-communication channel might be implemented with dynamically assembled protocol stacks of software components. The remaining of this section explains such
an approach where the meta-communication channel itself
reaches a good flexibility and fulfills its requirements through
a component-based architecture.
A. Overall architecture: two-step bootstrap
The main difficulty raised by the idea of a metacommunication channel following itself a component-based
architecture is that it needs its own meta-communication
channel —or rather: meta2 -communication channel. However,
the requirements for such a meta2 -communication channel are
not as high as for the meta-communication channel since it
is used only at bootstrap time to build only the (primary)
meta-communication channel. From now on, we will call this
meta2 -communication channel the bootstrap channel.
Undoubtly, the bootstrap channel has the same connectivity
and security requirements as the meta-communication and data
channels. However, the constraints on performance may be
relaxed. The performance of the bootstrap channel only impacts the performance of the meta-communication connection
establishment that takes place at process start-up. We choose
to neglect this one-time initialization delay. As a consequence,
the requirements and constraints for the bootstrap channel are:
• full connectivity (every node to every node);
• secure communications;
3
• uses no meta-communication channel (no meta communication channel);
• performance requirements are low.
With these hypothesis, we conclude that for the bootstrap
channel, static component stack is mandatory since no metacommunication is possible for a dynamically assembled stack.
This is no problem since a “one size fits all” approach
is possible at the bootstrap channel level: we can guarantee security with an authenticated/encrypted communication
method; we can bring the full connectivity through routing
done by the communication framework on top of the encrypted
transport. The performance of such a systematically routed and
encrypted communication system is likely to be suboptimal,
but it fulfills our requirements for a bootstrap channel.

Following this scheme, the sequence of initialization and
data communication establishment is as follows:
1) start processes;
2) each process opens its bootstrap channel;
Each node has an initial basic connectivity to other nodes.

3) processes open meta-communication channel towards
other nodes, using the bootstrap channel for meta2 communications;
Each node has a meta-communication channel to other nodes.

4) upon data connection establishment attempt, an assembly request is sent to the other node through the metacommunication channel.
The internals of the bootstrap channel, the metacommunication channel, and various optimizations are detailed
in the following sections.
B. Bootstrap channel
The goal of the bootstrap channel is to reach a basic initial
full connectivity. This implies resource discovery, and basic
messaging towards every known node. For scalability reason,
we use a two-level hierarchical approach based on clusters of
nodes.
Bootstrap channel architecture — The overall architecture
of the bootstrap channel is depicted in figure 1.
We define a node as a process involved in the considered
application; there may be several nodes per hosts. We define
a cluster as a set of nodes which are implicitly connected
through an underlying native communication subsystem. A
typical cluster is for example a set of nodes connected with a
vendor-MPI on a parallel machine, or nodes connected through
the Madeleine [11] communication library. Usually, the native
intra-cluster communication subsystem is high-performance,
non-TCP, and unsecure but isolated from the outside.
In each cluster, we distinguish a particular node that we
call the leader. It should be able to connect to the internet
with plain TCP, and be able to communicate with every node
of the cluster with the native communication subsystem of
the cluster. A typical example of cluster leader choice is the
front-end of the cluster.
A particular node is dedicated to the directory management.
We call this node the rendez-vous node. The rendez-vous node
should be visible from the internet —or at least from all the
cluster leaders, in case of a private grid. Typically, the rendezvous node will be located on a gateway, outside of any firewall,
and with a public IP address. The rendez-vous node manages
a directory of nodes comprised in the current session. More
precisely, it manages a table of node entries; each entry is
composed of a node ID (actually an UUID [12]), and the ID
of the leader or a reference to the connection if the node is a
leader. The rendez-vous node listens for incoming connections
from the internet on a fixed port number, using a secure (e.g.
SSL/TLS [3]) communication method.
Discovery phase — The initial reference of the rendez-vous
node is supplied to every node. When a process starts, it
initializes its bootstrap connections. A standard node (nonleader) sends its ID to its leader. A leader node connects to
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Fig. 1. The bootstrap channel uses a relayed protocol through a rendez-vous
node. The route from node A2 to B2 goes through A1, rendez-vous node (R),
and B1.

the rendez-vous node with the secure communication method,
using the supplied bootstrap initial reference; it sends its ID
and the list of IDs of the nodes in its cluster. The rendez-vous
node registers the IDs and the route to reach every known
node. Then, it broadcasts the ID of new nodes to every already
known leader, so as every node knows the list of currently
running nodes. In case of a broken connection between a leader
and the rendez-vous node, it unregisters the given leader and
all the nodes of its cluster, and broadcasts the information to
the other leaders.
The communication method used between the rendez-vous
node and the leaders may be configured. For example, as an
optimization one may want not to use authentication at all
on a private grid. However, all leaders and the rendez-vous
node must use the same configuration for a given session. The
initial reference of the rendez-vous node is given similarly as
a configuration parameter. It is not expected to change very
often.
Messaging on bootstrap channel — Once the bootstrap
channel is connected (i.e. the nodes are connected to their
leader, and the leaders connected to the rendez-vous node),
the messages on the bootstrap channel are routed, as depicted
on example shown in figure 1. Since the topology of the
bootstrap channel is a tree rooted in the rendez-vous node,
the routing algorithm is straightforward. To send a message,
a node sends it to its cluster leader. If the final recipient is in
the same cluster, then the leader sends the message directly,
else it forwards it to the rendez-vous node. Following its
routing table, the rendez-vous node sends the message to the
appropriate cluster leader, which finally forwards the message
to its final recipient. The properties of such a bootstrap channel
are:
•
•
•

•

These properties fulfill the requirements for a bootstrap communication channel.

full connectivity, from every node to every other node;
as secure as the chosen underlying transport layer;
low performance, due to routing and the bottleneck in
the rendez-vous node. However, every route is no longer
than 4 hops;
static protocol stack, does not require a metacommunication channel.

The goal of the meta-communication channel is to provide
the framework and the components with fast and secure
connections from every node to every other node. The metacommunication channel is based on dynamically assembled
protocol stacks. It has at its disposal the bootstrap channel.
The meta-communication may use the straightforward approach introduced in section III-A: just after bootstrap, open
all-to-all connections for the meta-communication channel.
However, optimizations are highly welcome to overcome two
main drawbacks: opening n2 connections at the same time
(n being the number of nodes) is likely to be a superfluous
overload on the bootstrap channel —the rendez-vous node is a
bottleneck—, and describing all the protocol stacks for every
node to every other node is a tedious job.
Lazy connections — To solve the problem of the bootstrap
channel flood, reduce startup time, and save on resources
wasted by unneeded connections, the meta-communication
channel uses lazy connection establishment. All nodes of
the session are known as a result of the resource discovery
phase, but it is not necessary to immediately open metacommunication connections to every known node. Therefore,
it is lighter to open meta-communications connections ondemand, on the first message sent to a given node on the
meta-communication channel.
Default configuration schemes — The assembly patterns
used for protocol stacks are configured by the user as a set of
rules defining which assembly pattern to use to reach which
node. This is very powerful and may be used to describe
the protocol stacks for any topology supported by the communication framework. However, the targeted topology are
not random, thus one can want to optimize the configuration
process for commonly encountered network topologies. It also
saves the user’s time by reducing the configuration complexity.
Basically, a configuration can be described as a default
configuration strategy, and a list of exceptions. The default
configuration is a sensible default scheme, for example: open
direct TCP connections from every node to every other node
(typically for small single-site, firewall-less, multi-cluster configurations); use native intra-cluster communication method
for intra-cluster, establish direct connections between leaders,
and route messages (max.: 3 hops). It can save a long distance
round-trip if the rendez-vous node is far from both leaders; use
bootstrap channel as meta-communication channel —a last
resort option, but works everywhere. These default configurations are a basis upon which more advanced configurations
are built in adding rules describing only exceptions.
IV. I MPLEMENTATION AND E VALUATION
In this section, we describe our implementation of our
meta-communication channel model in the PadicoTM [9]
communication framework for grids.

A. The PadicoTM communication framework

C. Meta-communication channels in PadicoTM

PadicoTM [9] is a component-based communication framework for grids. PadicoTM is designed to be as flexible as
possible. It supports a wide range of networks, from highperformance networks to wide area networks. Moreover, several middleware systems —MPI, various CORBA implementations, Java RMI, SOAP implementations, HLA, ICE, DSM
systems, JXTA— have been ported on top of PadicoTM
thanks to its flexible personality layer that enables a seamless
integration of existing code.
PadicoTM is based on a three-layer approach [13]: the
lowest layer does multiplexing and arbitration between concurrent accesses to a given network, and between accesses
to different networks (e.g. TCP/Ethernet and Myrinet) on the
same machine; the middle layer is the abstraction layer, based
on dynamically assembled components; the higher layer, or
personality layer, adapts the API to the expectations of applications. The meta-communication channel is needed only for
the abstraction layer, where the dynamic component assembly
takes place.

In PadicoTM, the concept of cluster is guided by Madeleine.
The rendez-vous node is a dedicated process that can be started
on any accessible host. Three schemes are available for the
bootstrap channel:

B. Communication methods implemented
Various communication methods have been implemented in
PadicoTM. Each communication method is provided in its
own component and may be freely used in any assembly for
supplying communication to any middleware system (MPI,
CORBA, etc.). The supported communication methods are:
Plain TCP — This is the usual vanilla TCP connection, with
access to some configuration parameters such as window size.
Madeleine — We use the Madeleine [11] communication
library for access to high-performance networks in clusters.
Supported networks are: Myrinet (through MX, GM or BIP),
SCI, Quadrics QsNet, VIA.
Shmem — A shared memory communication component offers low-latency high-bandwidth inter-process communication
on SMP hosts.
TCP derivatives for WAN — A large set of communication
methods derived from TCP are implemented to overcome connectivity and performance problems specific to WAN. These
methods are: TCP splicing (aka simultaneous connect) for
crossing firewalls with no performance drop; one-way connection to always establish connections in the same direction, to
cross firewalls when only one side is firewalled; SOCKS [14]
proxy; connection through SSH tunnels; parallel streams to
improve TCP performance, as implemented in GridFTP [4].
Data filters — Some data filters are proposed. These filters
may be composed atop any other communication method. The
implemented filters in PadicoTM are: compression —LZO,
BZIP2, and AdOC [5] (adaptive ZIP)—, and Gnu TLS for
authentication/encryption.
Last resort — A last resort communication method is proposed. It performs tunneling through the meta-communication
channel. The performance is likely to be low, but this solution
works in any case where a meta-communication channel is
established.

•

•

•

rendez-vous node on an internet-visible host, connections
from leaders to rendez-vous node through TLS over TCP.
This closely follows the model described in section III-B.
rendez-vous node on the machine of the user who
launches processes, connections from leaders to rendezvous node through SSH tunnels. The advantage is that it
does not require an Internet-visible host and works even
if some leaders have no access to the public Internet.
rendez-vous node on some random machine, connections
through plain TCP. This avoids unnecessary TLS certificates mangling when deploying on a private network.

Bootstrap connections from cluster nodes to cluster leaders
are done through Madeleine. The implementation of the metacommunication channel is quite straightforward following the
model described in section III-C.
D. Evaluation
We have evaluated our component-based approach of metacommunication channel on various grid configurations.
Connectivity analysis. We deployed PadicoTM on multiple
sites of Grid’5000 [15] and some sites outside Grid’5000.
Grid’5000 as a whole is a private network without routing
towards the outside Internet (private IP address without NAT)
except one gateway per site allowed to connect to the outside.
Most sites outside Grid’5000 are themselves protected by
stateful firewalls.
In all cases, we were able to establish a bootstrap channel
from every node to every other node and thus reach a full
connectivity for the meta-communication channel and data
links. When there are nodes inside a private network without
NAT and nodes outside, there is no choice but to use proxies or
SSH tunnels for the bootstrap channel. This is made possible
by the fact that our bootstrap channel uses a configurable
component assembly (even though it is static for the bootstrap
channel). We should notice that getting even basic connectivity
on such a topology is not possible for most communication
frameworks, even component-based ones such as NetIbis [8].
Security analysis. Both the bootstrap and the metacommunication channels are built as component stacks for
which the default is either TLS or a private intra-cluster network. Our approach introduces no world-accessible unsecured
TCP server, unless explicitly asked by a user willing to trade
security against performance in a controlled environment.
Performance analysis. We have measured the quantitative impact of our approach for a component-based metacommunication channel. The performance of the metacommunication channel impacts the data connection establishment. Table I shows typical connection establishment performance.

Myrinet
TCP/Ethernet
TCP/WAN

Latency

Establishment delay
(direct)

10 µs
100 µs
100 ms

30 µs
300 µs
300 ms

Establishment delay
(with basic
meta-comm. ch.)
400 ms
400 ms
700 ms

Establishment delay
(comp.-based
meta-comm. ch.)
50 µs
500 µs
500 ms

TABLE I
T YPICAL LATENCY AND CONNECTION ESTABLISHMENT DELAY ON VARIOUS NETWORKS .
(The presented figures are orders of magnitude)

The connection establishment delay on a dynamic
component-based software with a basic meta-communication
channel is bounded by the performance of the metacommunication channel. If the performance of the metacommunication channel is poor, e.g. caused by relaying
through a WAN, then connection establishment is slow even if
the remote machine is theoretically reachable through Myrinet.
In contrast, our proposed architecture (rightmost column)
gets performance results close to direct connection (delay
∼ +60%). This is made possible by the use of an appropriate
communication method by the meta-communication channel
itself. We can see that our approach greatly reduces the
connection establishment delay and makes the overhead of
using a dynamically assembled protocol stack acceptable.
Regarding scalability, it should be noted that the rendezvous node looks like a bottleneck. However, provided that
no node uses the last resort communication method for data,
very little communication goes through the rendez-vous node.
Moreover, only cluster leaders are connected to the rendezvous node.
In conclusion, our proposed architecture for a metacommunication channel enables connectivity in cases where
most communication frameworks cannot even get basic connectivity, and gets better performance than other metacommunication-channel based approaches where it can compare, without compromising security.
V. R ELATED W ORK
Many researchers are working on communication management for grids. Most of the works rely on the difference
between intra-cluster high-performance communication and
inter-cluster TCP communication, but only a few actually uses
a component-based architecture for a flexibility pushed further
than the binary intra-/inter-cluster approach.
A widely used grid programming model is MPI. The most
popular implementation for grids is MPICH-G2 [16], an MPI
implementation over Globus. However, WAN communications
methods in MPICH-G2 are rudimentary; it does not cross
firewalls nor NAT. The only communication methods that
MPICH-G2 is able to utilize are vendor-MPI for intra-cluster
communication and plain TCP for inter-cluster communication. PACX-MPI [17] is an implementation of MPI that has
been designed from scratch for grids. For each site, PACXMPI uses a dedicated gateway node for relaying messages
across the WAN. This static configuration solves some of

the connectivity problems. However, it does not solve all
problems caused by firewalls and introduce a performance
penalty because of relaying. GridMPI [18] is another implementation of MPI designed from scratch for grids. It solves
some connectivity problems but supports only vendor-MPI
communications, plain TCP, and routing on top of these. None
of these MPI implementations is as flexible as PadicoTM with
dynamic protocol stack and brokered communication methods
(splicing, reverse connections, etc.).
Globus XIO [6] is becoming a de facto standard for communication on grids. Its main concept is the driver stack which
is an assembly of building blocks very similar to software
components. However, its static driver stack approach, with no
meta-communication channel, defeats most of the purpose of
software components in communication frameworks. In particular, a server must know in advance the driver stack that clients
will use, which limits the flexibility of the communication
framework.
NetIbis [8] is another component-based communication
framework for grids. It features dynamically assembled protocol stacks and brokered communication methods. Actually,
this advances in NetIbis are our own work [19]. Our present
work transposes these concepts in PadicoTM and goes further
with a two-step bootstrap for better performance of the metacommunication channel and a hierarchical bootstrap channel.
Finally, Project JXTA [20] is an alternative to solving
connectivity problems in WAN with application-level relaying
building an overlay network. This is very similar to our
bootstrap channel. However, JXTA is targeted towards peerto-peer and very volatile nodes rather than grid computing. It
will presumably not be suitable for high-performance communication [21].
VI. C ONCLUSION

AND

F UTURE W ORK

Applications are faced with connectivity and security problems in current grids. Moreover, the requirements concerning
communications and the acceptable tradeoffs highly depends
on the applications. A solution to reach the flexibility regarding
communication on grids is the use of a component-based
communication framework. The users are then completely
free to configure and assemble the building block in the way
they want. However, we have seen that a truly flexible and
dynamic component-based communication framework needs
a meta-communication channel for its out-of-band communications required by consistency and dynamic adaptability.

The meta-communication channel is useful for some “brokered” communication methods, in particular those designed
to cross firewalls. The meta-communication channel has often
been the “weakest link” of component-based communication
frameworks: bottleneck for the performance, back-door from
the security point of view, and limiting connectivity to nodes
reachable by plain TCP.
We proposed in this article an architecture for a metacommunication channel that suffers from none of the aforementioned limitations. It exhibits good properties regarding
connectivity, security and performance. Thus, the gain in flexibility brought by software components may be fully exploited
without trading anything against flexibility. The proposed architecture has been successfully implemented in the PadicoTM
communication framework which is available [22] as open
source software.
The following steps in our work are in multiple directions.
The first direction is quite short term and consists in adding
support for more communication methods, and in particular
for the ubiquitous Globus Security Infrastructure (GSI) [23].
The second direction consists in investigating precisely the
scalability of our approach for thousands of nodes, and our
envisaged solution with a federation of rendez-vous nodes.
Finally, fault-tolerance which was not taken very much into
account in our present study, will be investigated for very large
scale experiments.
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